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INTERNATIONAL EVENING
A Stoke Newington School tradition. An
annual event that celebrates cultures all
around the world. It draws in huge crowds
with its lively music, unique stalls and masses
of food from countries near and far.

SNS DEBATES
Stoke Newington School’s political jewel in its
crown. This one was the third in the series and
the debate was on whether convicted rapist
and footballer Ched Evans should be allowed
back in the game.

Dear parents and carers,
We have just completed our full spring term with great
engagement by our students in academic and creative
work.
The term began with the pre public examinations for
all our Year 11, 12 and 13 students. You may be aware
that there is an increased emphasis at all levels now
on the examined part of any course – so we aim that
our students get plenty of practice. The students will
also have been working towards examinations in their
usual classes.
Those parents/carers with children in Year 8 and
Year 9 will have been fully involved in the options
process which we have completed for both years. The
curriculum ahead is changing (affecting year 8 and
year 9) so you will know that we made the decision to
bring the choice of GCSE options into Year 8 for this
cohort. While we have done this in response to external
changes, we believe that the change brings exciting
and beneficial opportunities for the students involved
as they access increasingly challenging material at an
earlier stage.
As well as the hard work all the students and staff
put into the academic life of our school, we have had
a number of exciting and inspiring events which have
involved many of our community. These included the
sell out show “Hairspray” – this compelling, comic
musical had a sharp social edge to its story. A big
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well done to the Drama team and all who helped with
this. We have also just had our International evening
which as last year was an inclusive celebration of our
community and our roots. All the KS3 students have
been involved in a creative day which led to a parade
with banners promoting inclusive approaches to our
LGBT community.
I am always impressed by the talent and commitment
which all our students bring to their school work and
the other aspects of school life. I look forward to seeing
even more from them all over the coming terms.
Thank you for your continued support for our school.
Best wishes,
Annie Gammon
Headteacher

N E W S
HIGHLIGHTS

SNS Year 9s race to victory

StokEquality raises £600

Four of Stoke Newington School’s
finest BMX racers took part in a
competition at Haggerston Park’s
BMX pump race track. The Year 9
students had been practicing weeks
in advance for the competition against
other schools in Hackney. A huge well
done Ishan Hindocha, who BMXed
his way into first place, and his team
mates, Finlay, Jacob and James.

Thank you all for the amazing support
with the StokEquality t-shirts and
totebags – we raised £600 in a
matter of hours on Creative Day!
£250 will be donated to the Malala
fund to support the education of girls
around the world and the rest will
fund future StokEquality projects.
We can’t wait to do even better next
year.

Sixth Form centre gets
shortlisted for an award

Rick Edwards to chair
SNS Debates Election

Our wonderful sixth form centre
has been nominated for ‘small
project of the year’ at the 2015
Building Awards. The building was
built by Jestico & Whiles in 2014,
who won an award in 2011 for
desiging our main school building.
The ceremony is on 22 April, so
fingers crossed for a Stokey win!

TV presenter Rick Edwards will
chair a Question Time-style
debate at SNS on Wednesday 22
April. Organised with Hackney
Young People, the SNS debate
will feature Hackney candidates,
Diane Abbott (Labour), Amy Gray
(Conservative). Simon De Deney
(Liberal Democrats), Heather
Finlay (Green Party) and Keith
Fraser (UKIP).

Stokey on BBC’s Newsnight

Ms Lomax and three sixth formers,
Mumin, Horia and Adassa, were
on BBC’s Newsnight to talk about
LGBT issues within schools. Filmed
in school, the piece centred around
shadow
education
secretary,
Tristram Hunt’s demand for a “zero
tolerance” approach to homophobic
bullying within schools.

U13 Girls win tournament

The SNS girls U13 football team
went to Arsenal’s home stadium,
the Emirates, to be presented with
their trophy for winning the Arsenal
Premier League Tournament. They
received their trophy, and also had
their picture taken for the Arsenal
FC match day programme. They
also had a tour of the stadium and
got their hands on the FA Cup and
the Community Shield.
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CITIZENSHIP

death to fur
WORDS:
BERFIN PIRBUDAK | IZABELLA SOZAL | CANDAN COBAN | ASKIN HUYLU

F

or a long time, celebrities and many other animal lovers
have been involved in the fight against the fur trade.
It is a violent and brutal practice, which is unfair
to animals. Animals have rights too but no voices
to express themselves. Humans have the responsibility to
protect animals through their own voices.
As a part of our GCSE Citizenship project we are raising
awareness of this issue. Fur is back in fashion, however,
we need to educate young people about how to be ethical
consumers who make sure they buy fake fur and not real fur.
Around 100,000 animals are hunted each year for their fur
and it takes over 40 animals to make a single fur coat. Animals
in fur farms are kept in small cages and beaten. Poison is often

used to kill them. Additional methods of killing the animals are
by stamping on them, breaking their necks and electrocuting
them. It is shocking to think that real fur is still available in
shops and there is still no legislation that protects these
animals and punishes those who are involved in fur farming.
Our mission is to raise awareness of this issue locally, as
we do not want another generation of young people shopping
unethically. We want them to be informed consumers who
make the right choices.
There are many shops in Stoke Newington that sell fur and
we must question why. We must also want to make sure that
young shoppers check the label to know if it is real fur or not.
Go fake when it comes to fur!

helping the homeless
An interview

M

WORDS:
MALAIKA GREEN-OKOLOBA | KIRAN KAUR-LOHIA | GEORGIA WEBB

ike Stewart-Tomes plays a key role in helping
the homeless in north London. He says the
government needs to start treating rough
sleepers with more compassion instead of acting
with a ‘one strike and you’re out’ mentality.
What is your role in helping the homeless?
I have three jobs in helping the homeless. One is running the
North London Action For The Homeless drop-in centre, another
is running the Hackney Winter Night Shelter and the other is
teaching people about homelessness at the City Lit College.
How do you provide support for the homeless?
At the North London Action centre we provide food, advice and
clothes. It’s also a place to be sociable with each other people,
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because if you’re outside on the streets you don’t have many
friends and you are often lonely. At the Hackney Winter Night
Shelter we help them get into a home. At both places we help
people of all ages, from 18 to 80, as well as all nationalities.
What sort of situations cause people to become homeless?
Well, there was a man, Keith, who was an alcoholic and lived in
a council house. At the moment, if you miss AA meetings the
government will sanction you by cutting off your money. This
happened to Keith; he was kicked out of his house and was
found on a bench outside St. Mary’s church. He is over 60, has
dementia and bad hips; these things make him very vulnerable.
We helped him find a house, so now he has a temporary place
to live by the school.

DRAMA

hairspray
THE SPRING TERM SAW
A
PERFORMANCE
OF
HAIRSPRAY SO HOT IT
CAUSED A FIRE ALARM.
MAYBE.

A

s everyone was finding their seats in
the audience, there were rumours
flying around that as the cast were
getting ready for their performance,
the amount of hairspray in the dressing room
caused the sprinklers to burst into action.
Unfortunately, we can neither confirm nor deny
the story; it’ll just have to be a secret for those
that were there.
What we can tell you, however, is that if it
wasn’t the hairspray that caused a fire alarm it
could’ve been the cast, because everyone was
on fire! Under Ms Van Praagh and Mr Stewart’s
direction, Stoke Newington School staged a
production of Hairspray that had all the energy

and buzz you would expect from this bouncy
Broadway musical. Its upbeat music and lyrics
coupled with an amazing cast of SNS students
made this surely one of our best productions to
date.
With the swinging 60s as the backdrop, the
story follows teenager-on-a-mission Tracy
Turnblad quest for integration and equality.
After auditioning to star on local television, she
becomes something of a celebrity and uses her
influence to raise awareness of the segregation
ethnic minorities receive on television.
A huge well done to everyone involved, and
thank you to all the parents, friends and friends
of friends who came along to support our school.
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PHOTOGRAPHY

RIVKA
COCKER

THE GENTRIFICATION OF STOKE NEWINGTON

The gentrification of Stoke Newington
over the last few years is undeniable. Rivka
Cocker’s latest collection of photographs
highlights this social change, using old
methods of photography to show a new,
affluent Stoke Newington.
Each print is handmade, unique and on
display at The Kauri Tree Café on Stoke
Newington Church Street until Monday
27 April 2015.
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EVENTS

INTERNATIONAL
EVENING
On Thursday 26 March, Stoke
Newington School hosted its annual
celebration of all cultures around the
world. As always, the evening was a
rousing success. A huge thank you
to ever yone who helped organise it.
WORDS: ZARINA MACHA

O

n the 26th of March, Stoke Newington School
hosted a brilliant International Evening, for students
and parents, as well as additional visitors. Delicious
culinary delights captivated the taste buds, taking
us around the globe. This included East and West Africa,
Poland, Latin America, South Asia, Anatolia, the Caribbean,
Trinidad, Ireland and England. There was also a poetry takeaway stall for those expressing their creativity.
Students had the opportunity to have their hands decorated
with pretty patterns of henna, dress up in traditional clothing
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and have their pictures taken at the photo booth. Saris and
bangles chimed to the beat of Bollywood dance. A heated
debate on Multiculturalism in Britain took place in room C02.
Sweet and snappy musical sounds echoed from the Sixth
Form block, showcasing music and poetry. A big thanks to
both Ms Begums, Ms Mohamed, Paul, and everyone involved
who helped out and attended to make the evening a lovely and
colourful event. It is always important to appreciate different
cultures from around the world, and allow them to come
together to create open-minded viewpoints.

SNS DEBATES

C H E DS O C I A L
EVANSJUSTICE OR
JUST
MOB
MENTALITY?
WORDS: ZARINA MACHA

O

ur last SNS debate of the year certainly wasn’t the
least.
Once again, a lively and fruitful debate was
organised by our lovely politics teacher, Ms Begum.
The discussion centred on whether or not ex-Sheffield United
footballer Ched Evans should return to his job on the pitch,
after being convicted of rape in 2012 and serving his time,
albeit half. Speaking on the panel was Charlie Webster, sports
presenter and athlete, Claire Fox, Director of the Institute of
Ideas, and Year 13 student, Darcy Dixon.
Webster and Darcy both argued that Evans should not be
able to return to his position as a footballer. They stated that
he should not be reinstated as a potential role model for young
children; a convicted rapist should not be given a high status
job. Webster asked volunteers to stand up in representation
of the one in four people who are sexually abused in the UK.
She insisted that in order to prevent sexual abuse, it is the
duty of the people to stand up against cases like Evans.
Fox argued that Evans had a legal right to return to his
position as a footballer, due to having served his time in the
eyes of the law. She highlighted the importance of allowing

human beings to be given a second chance. She stated that
footballers should not be seen as providing a moral ground for
children to follow, and that in a civil society the law must be
followed by all, equally.
The audience responded effectively to Webster’s populist
approach and Fox’s controversy. Questions included ‘what job
can he do besides football? He wouldn’t be hired elsewhere’
by Mr Rumsby, and students angrily disagreeing with Fox’s
seemingly relaxed comment on rape not being the only
existing evil on the planet. A clear question drawn throughout
was on where do we as the people, and where does the law,
draw the line on morality and crime.
The event was a huge success, with Charlie Webster
tweeting, “Great to meet the fantastic minds and personalities
of students
@StokeySchool a privilege to lead the debate
with you.”
Claire Fox likewise tweeted, “Thanks @StokeySchool for a
robust but fair debate on Ched Evans. No doubt
@CharlieCW won but hopefully I scored a few points for
rehabilitation and free speech.”
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PHILOSOPHY

IS
KNOWLEDGE
GOD?
PHILOSOPHY STUDENTS HAVE TO
TACKLE SOME PRETTY BIG THEORIES.
TWO OF THE BIGGEST AND MOST
CONTROVERSIAL - THE PHILOSOPHY
OF KNOWLEDGE AND THE PHILOSOPHY
OF RELIGION - WERE FACED HEAD ON
IN TWO ONE DAY LECTURE EVENTS
WORDS: ROBBIE McGRAIL

the philosophy of knowledge

O

n Friday 6 March, a group of sixth form
students studying philosophy went to the
Royal National Hotel by Russell Square for
a university-style lecture on their subject.
This was the first of two talks, the latter to be
held on the 17th March on the topic of Philosophy
of Religion. This one was based on epistemology –
the philosophical study of knowledge.
For centuries, philosophers have been at war
with one another on the subject of knowledge. Some
argue that we only gain knowledge from experience
(concept empiricism) which means at birth we
know absolutely nothing (known as a tabula rasa in
Latin) but we learn things as we experience them.
Others suggest we are born knowing certain things,
like the idea of a god.
The lecture mentioned many of these arguments
within epistemology and even questioned the
recent puzzle which has baffled the internet – the
dress seen both as white/gold and blue/black
(an issue philosopher Bertrand Russell would call
perceptual variation).
After a day of listening and note-taking, the
students left with a handsome serving of knowledge
about knowledge.
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the philosophy of religion

O

n Tuesday 17 March, Stoke Newington’s
sixth form philosophers returned for
another all-day lecture on their topic.
Philosopher, Michael Lacewing talked
them through the philosophy of religion – the
arguments for and against God.
The concept of God has, for centuries, been an
answer to why everything is as it is, and many of the
world’s great thinkers have devised arguments and
explanations to why this Supreme Being exists and
governs are lives. One, the cosmological argument,
stated that everything has a cause, and so must
this Universe. The teleological argument, however,
observed the design and purpose in the world
and suggested a great designer was the maker.
Finally, the ontological argument used the concept
of existence to be one of God’s divine attributes,
deeming His existence unquestionable.
These arguments have also faced backlashes
by philosophers such as David Hume, who claim all
the evil and destruction in the world contradicts the
idea of God being all-powerful and all-loving.
The lecture overlooked all of these significant
arguments, rounding off in the afternoon with a
thirst for religion quenched.

CREATIVE DAY
THE DAY WE
CELEBRATE
C R E A T I V I T Y,
I M A G I N AT I O N,
INVENTIVENESS
&F R E E D O M

C

reative days are always one of the first diary events
staff and students look out for when the school
calender comes out at the beginning of the year.
This term’s creative day focused on a melange of
themes, but the central motif running through the centre of
everything was that we should celebrate and be confident in
being ourselves.
Year 9 students looked at gender stereotypes in the
media, and were lucky enough to have people from Google
deliver some amazing workshops. They also learned about
coding and programmed a robotic arm.
Year 7s were employed as spies for the day. Their mission,
which they chose to accept, was to discover who had been
selling school secrets! But first they had to be trained in the
art of espionage; they learnt how to use coordinates in a map.
Clissold Park held many secrets for them to discover. They
made and utilised invisible ink to send messages and took
lie detector tests to make sure no one was a double agent.
At the end of the day, it wasn’t mission impossible as they all
found out it Ms Van Praagh who had been selling top-secret
school information. After a brief scuffle, behaviour mentors
Cornell and Colin promptly removed her from the building,
much to the delight of everyone!
Year 8s took part in an amazing march around the school.
They made LGBT t-shirts and banners and sang songs to
celebrate diversity and inclusion in the world. The artwork is
incredible and is now displayed in the school’s main corridor.
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16 Apr 15
20 Apr 15
23 Apr 15
24 Apr 15
4 May 15
16 May 15
25 May 15
29 May 15
1 Jun 15
1 Jun 15
5 Jun 15
9 Jun 15
11 Jun 15
15 Jun 15
18 Jun 15
22 Jun 15
26 Jun 15
26 Jun 15
29 Jun 15
1 Jul 15
2 Jul 15
2 Jul 15
2 Jul 15
3 Jul 15
4 Jul 15
6 Jul 15
6 Jul 15
8 Jul 15
9 Jul 15
15 Jul 15
16 Jul 15
17 Jul 15
17 Jul 15

- Year 8 immunisations
- Shakespeare week
- Year 7 parents evening
- Moderation day
- Bank Holiday Monday
- Full governing body meeting
- Summer half term holiday begins
- Summer half term holiday ends
- Late start for students - school begins at 10.55am
- Health week
- Late start for students - school starts at 10.55am
- Year 7 immunisations
- Year 7 immunisations
- Assessment weeks for Years 7, 8, 9, & 10
- Year 7 History Castles trip to Rochester
- Progress checks for Years 7, 8, 9 & 10 begins
- Year 11 school prom
- Assessment weeks for Years 7, 8, 9, 10 ends
- Higher education week
- Sixth Form induction day
- Year 7 induction day
- Sixth Form prom
- Clubs showcase
- Year 9 history trip to Belgium
- Summer Showcase | 12pm to 3pm
- Year 12 work experience fortnight
- Student takeover week
- Sports awards evening
- Full governing body meeting
- Year 7 & 8 sports day
- Year 9 & 10 sports day
- Achievement assembly
- Summer holidays begin

Headteacher: Annie Gammon
Stoke Newington School
& Sixth Form
Clissold Road
N16 9EX
T: 020 7241 9600
E: admin@sns.hackney.sch.uk
www.sns.hackney.sch.uk
@StokeySchool
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